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Divinity Within

-A talk by Rashmi Aiyappa, Spiritual Scientist & Founder
Aashwasan Life Enhancement Services Sdn. Bhd.
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No 2 Jalan SS7/13, Kelana Jaya
47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan
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EVENT – DATE & TIME
Wed 24 March 2010
8 p.m. – 10:25 p.m.

Sat 27 March 2010
4 p.m. – 6:25 p.m.

Human beings are special. There are a lot of commonalities amongst
us, our human mechanism is very similar, we go through similar
emotions, exhibit similar behavior and yet in many ways we are
different. Every human being is unique; every individual is born with
unique skills, unique talents, potential and a blueprint of our purpose.
Each one of us is capable of experiencing immense joy, happiness,
grace and a purposeful life. The joy of life is unique, even though we
are born with the potential; it is we who create the laughter, happiness,
fun around us. In that sense we are the creators of our own experiencewe create an experience and we go through that experience. How
many of us know that it is in our hands to create joy, create happiness,
create moments of exhilaration, create the feelings of being special,
create the beautiful moments of love, create a disease free life, and rid
us of the most debilitating physiological and psychological issues. And
despite this deep inner knowing, there are times when most of us feel
lost and seek answers from outside.
The answers are transient, because they come from somebody else. We
believe and then the very next adverse experience strips us away from
the trust and belief. There is a sense of questioning and doubt,
followed by self doubt, loss of faith and then one spirals back to where
one started. The cycle of trust and doubt, keeps us stuck and makes us
feel weak, helpless, frustrated, confused and imbues our life with a
sense of routine and purposelessness.
It is possible to break this vicious cycle- it is possible to feel the power
within, it is possible to feel the divinity within. There is nothing one
has to do to feel it. The message is always there, the spark of the divine
energy is always present, is always showing us the way. There are
some very simple ways of realizing this deep knowledge within. The
knowledge goes beyond the power of the mind; it goes further than
one’s expectations and stereotypes. It is very simple and yet beyond
anything that we can imagine and think. To realize it we have to be
ready- that is essential. And yet it is not always easy to get out of the
well that we have dug for ourselves on our own. We need a helping
hand, a mirror to show us who we are.
It gives us great pleasure to invite you to a very special event, an event
where we hope that you will be introduced to yourself.

Rashmi Aiyappa, Spiritual
Scientist, experiences her life as
a part of the universal
phenomenon. As a part of this
phenomenon, she experiences
creation in its entirety.
There are times, when the
universe sends people to this
world to bring the nature back
to its origins, where all living
and non living beings exist in a
state of deep harmony, love and
grace, where all actions flow
out of love and not fear, hatred
or worry. A single human
being through fear, worry and
doubts
can
impact
the
environment more than the external parameters.
Rashmi Aiyappa is a gift of the universe and has been sent to this world with
the explicit purpose of bringing back humans to their infinite self. She was
born with the knowledge of Aura Science and ESP that enables her to see and
understand an individual at all three levels of existence – physiological,
psychological and spiritual.
Rashmi Aiyappa is the founder of Aashwasan. Aashwasan is the only
Spiritual Science organization in the world that brings in the knowledge of
Aura science and ESP to transform lives by leading individuals to explore
their infinite self. Thus, it brings in holistic well being at physiological,
psychological and spiritual levels.
Aashwasan has worked with over 3700 individuals and over 50 organizations
in bringing out individual’s talents and potential in an optimal manner.
Services offered by Aashwasan are spiritual in origin and scientific in nature.
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Kuala Lumpur
8.00 pm - 8.30 pm
8.30 pm - 8:40 pm
8.40 am – 9.55 pm
9.55 pm - 10.25 pm

4.00
4.30
4.40
5.55

Singapore
pm - 4.30 pm
pm - 4:40 pm
am – 5.55 pm
pm - 6.25 pm

Agenda
Registration and Tea
Introduction to Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa
“Divinity Within” by Rashmi Aiyappa
Q & A and Closure

Take Aways





Unique opportunity to interact with Rashmi to understand the power of our innermost self.
Awareness about dealing with crisis and adversities in a calm and graceful manner.
Awareness on unlocking the power of the universe
Workshop package is inclusive of tax and service charge.

Places are subject to availability. Book early to avoid disappointment.
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